What happened before I was born? The Great

Fire of London

Subject Specific Vocabulary

Exciting Books

bakery

A shop that bakes and sells bread

Samuel Pepys

A man who kept a diary about what
happened during the Great Fire of
London

King Charles II

He was King during the Great Fire of
London (1660-1685)

Links to core values

narrow

Close together, not much space in
between. The streets were narrow.

Love – We look after and care for others
Respect – What can we learn from the past?
Kindness – How can we help others in times of need?

wooden

Something that is made from wood.

By the end of the topic I will know that…

fire

A scientific reaction that happens when
something burns – you may see smoke
and flames.

❑ The Great Fire of London happened between the 2nd and
5th September 1666

plague

An infectious disease that killed lots of
people in 1665

❑ The fire started in a bakery in Pudding Lane, London.

drought

A long period of time without any rain.

❑ Before the fire began, there had been a drought in
London so the city was very dry

thatched

A type of roof made by straw.

❑ In 1966, lots of people had houses made from wood and
straw which burned easily. Houses were also built very
close together.

leather buckets

Buckets made from leather (animal skin)
were used to carry water to put out the
fire.

❑ We know what happened during the fire because people
back then wrote about it in letters and newspapers – for
instance, Samuel Pepys wrote about it in his diary.

sewers

A system of underground pipes that
carry waste from toilets.

❑ Artists who were alive in 1666 painted pictures of the
fire afterwards, so we know what it would have looked
like if we’d been there too.

diary

A diary is a written record of what has
happened that day.

❑ The Great Fire of London in thought to have prevented
the plague from spreading by killing rats that carried the
disease.

Cross-curricular links

• Maths – ordering dates and
creating timelines. Maths
terminology – the word
‘great’
• Music – Learn and perform
the song ‘London’s burning’
and ‘Ring a ring o’ roses’
• Science – what does fire need
to spread? What is the best
material to carry water in?

Links to National Curriculum
• events beyond living memory
that are significant nationally.
• the lives of significant
individuals in the past.

